4k HDMI 2.0 Splitters

Split the HDMI input from a single HDMI source to multiple displays without loss of signal strength

- Support full Ultra HD 4k x 2k @ 60Hz (3840 x 2160) & 3D
- Compatible with the latest HDCP 2.2 compliant displays and sources
- EDID formatting: Standard setting at 1080p, Auto setting copies the EDID format from the display connected to Output 1
- Support IR control of source from display with an extender kit (sold separately)

HD2 SP2
2 Way 4k HDMI Splitter*

HD2 SP4
4 Way 4k HDMI Splitter*

HD2 SP8
8 Way 4k HDMI Splitter*

*All splitters are supplied with a dedicated DC 5V=2A power supply and full instructions

HD2 IRK - IR Extender Kit (sold separately)
Contents:
1x IR Receiver
1x IR Emitter
1x HDMI Injector
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